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Important note 

This publication contains materials designed to assist readers in evaluating the merits of business ideas for 

education purposes only. However, there is no guarantee that every single strategy, or indeed any of them, 

will work in your exact situation. Your results depend on the effort you put in and a range of other factors 

outside the publisher’s control, including market conditions, specific industry factors and the time available.  

Nothing in this book should be construed as legal or financial advice and results are not guaranteed — your 

results may vary. Every business idea carries an inherent risk of failure so, while the publisher and author have 
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About us 

I set up Better Business Publishing.com to help business owners find workable, practical solutions to 

the problems they face. 

We regularly share ideas, insights and strategies to help business owners build their business faster, 

make more money and build the value of their business. 

Having started out in life as an accountant, I’ve mostly worked in non-financial roles for many years 

now. 

My speciality is building businesses fast, with little or no up-front investment. For example, as a CEO, 

I’ve doubled or trebled the size of three separate businesses, in three separate sectors, in three 

years or less without fresh external investment or new borrowings to fund growth. 

The funds we needed were all internally generated as we looked differently about how to run the 

business to free up the cash we needed to fund our investments in business growth. 

Much of the work as do at Better Business Publishing is based on that concept…helping business 

owners to help themselves instead of having to give away equity or take on more debt. 

If that sounds like the sort of thing you’d be interested in, make sure you stay tuned to the Better 

Business Publishing regular email updates. They’re completely free and you’ll pick up a host of ideas 

which, if you apply them in your business, will maximise your revenues, minimise your costs and 

build your bottom line. 

To get you started, here’s some of my top tips to boost your business cash flow. You’re sure to find 

value in here.  

For now, though, thank you for joining me in the Better Business Publishing community. I’m 

delighted to welcome you. 

 

Alastair Thomson 

Founder and Publisher 

Better Business Publishing Ltd 

www.BetterBusinessPublishing.com 
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Introduction 

Ask any business owner what troubles them and they’ll often grumble about the people in 

their business not performing as well as they’d like, the customers who demand the earth 

without being prepared to pay a fair price for the services they receive, or the high taxes 

they pay despite billionaires seeming to avoid paying any taxes at all. 

All those things trouble business owners. But they’re not what keeps them awake 

at night. 

What keeps business owners awake at night is worrying about whether there’s enough 

money coming in to meet this month’s payroll, or to pay key suppliers before they get cut 

off, or even being able to take enough cash out the business this month to pay the mortgage 

and keep a roof over their kids’ heads. 

Cash flow…or more accurately, the lack of it…is what keeps business owners awake 

at night. 

For a growing business, cash flow is even more of an issue – time and again business owners 

tie themselves in knots and risk their own personal assets to secure the funding their 

business needs.  

As the old saying goes, there’s often too much month left at the end of the money.  

But there is another way — I’ve spent my career helping businesses grow rapidly without 

needing to raid their cash reserves, plunder the owner’s life savings or go cap in hand to the 

bank for a loan. 

And in this short special report, I’ve pulled together some of my favourite cash flow-

boosting strategies as my thank you for joining the Better Business community. 

I’ve selected these particular strategies because they’re fast to implement and won’t cost 

you a penny to put in place. Not only that, they pay off fast…in days or weeks, not months 

or years. 

No specialist expertise required…No complicated processes to follow or obscure 

technical language to learn…And no big up-front cash investments to make…  

A “next-to-no downside and unlimited upside” deal is hard to 

find these days. 

So, let’s get you there as fast as we can. 

 

Alastair 
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Top Tip 1 – The Cash Flow Accelerator 

This is one of the easiest and fastest way of boosting your business cash flow. And often the 

first place I’ll look when coaching a new client. 

Results are more or less immediate, and it costs you nothing to implement…what’s not to 

like? 

So, here’s my Cash Flow Accelerator strategy. 

If your business is like most others, invoices get raised at the end of each month. 

Nobody likes doing paperwork so whether it’s you, your office manager or your accounts 

team, sending out an invoice is rarely anyone’s priority.  

At least until the last day of the month when everyone knows they’re supposed to get the 

bills out, and there’s a flurry of last-minute invoicing. 

Admittedly, getting the bills out on the last day of the month is better than not getting them 

out at all, but there’s at least two problems with this approach. 

First, very little else gets done on “invoicing day”. People know they’re up against the clock, 

so the phones go unanswered and the customer queries get ignored...even new sales 

enquiries. 

Second, it’s really easy to miss things when you’re in a rush. Whether that’s something 

minor like a special delivery charge your customer agreed to pay, or something major like 

forgetting to bill a job altogether.  

Perhaps the paperwork is misfiled, or lost, and a bill never gets raised at all. By the end of 

the month nobody can remember what they got up to in the first week of the month 

anyway. A lot has happened since then. 

It’s easily done — I’ve seen it more often than you might imagine.  

But most important of all, you’re missing out on cash that could have been in your bank 

account instead of your customer’s. Many customers base their payment terms on when 

they receive an invoice, not whatever date you put on it (to be fair, they’re trying to 

maximise their cash flow too). 

So, an invoice you raise on the last day of the month which your customer gets a day or two 

later will almost certainly go into their payment cycle a month later than you thought. 

Business which operate like this essentially give an extra month’s free credit to all their 

customers. No wonder they’ve got cash flow pressures. 

On the other hand, if you raise an invoice the day your job is finished, or at the latest the 

following day, you’ll never forget to bill anything, you’ll always remember any extras 

charges your customer agreed to pay, and you’ll accelerate your cash flow by as much as 30 

days.  
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This simple daily discipline makes all the difference to your bank account over the course of 

a month and can dramatically reduce your short-term borrowing requirements during the 

month. 

It doesn’t cost a penny to deploy this Cash Flow Accelerator strategy. You just need to 

decide to do it and make sure your people stick to the discipline of invoicing every day. 

Do that regularly and watch your cash flow accelerate! 
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Top Tip 2 – They charged HOW much? 

For the bigger bills you receive, how often do you check the prices? 

I’m not suggesting you check every bill personally. You’ll do nothing else all month. But big 

bills are a different matter. 

When I ran a business in the printing industry, for example, we had three major costs – 

wages, paper and ink. 

Wages were whatever people’s contracts said, and I knew the payroll department was more 

than capable of getting that right, so I didn’t spend much time on that. 

But it was worth my time to check at least a sample of the prices on the 3 or 4 paper 

deliveries we got each day and the ink delivery we had a couple of times a week. Together, 

paper and ink were 50% of the price we charged our clients and we spent millions each year 

on them.  

Bear in mind these materials were sent in by the truckload, so each invoice was for a 

minimum five-figure sum. 

The “big costs” in your business probably aren’t ink and paper, but you’ll have something 

similar – the costs which, including wages and salaries, will represent 70-90% of your 

business cost base.  

Make sure those big costs are spot on. Don’t just leave it to a junior staff member in your 

office. Even small slippages in percentage terms for such large individual purchases eats into 

your cash flow and puts your business under pressure.  

While I didn’t often find something, the occasional “unfortunate misunderstanding” (as our 

suppliers invariably called them) did pop up from time to time.  

Every time I picked one of those up, it was worth thousands of pounds to the business in 

return for a couple of minutes’ work…not a bad return! 

There’s another benefit. An occasional query to your suppliers…even if it turns out to be a 

legitimate charge from your supplier…shows them you’re paying attention, which in turn  

minimises the chance of them taking liberties, accidentally or deliberately, in the future. 

A difference as small as 5% in a business with tight margins, as we had, can move bottom 

line profit up or down by a quarter.  

It’s well worth your time to check and keep more of your cash in your bank account instead 

of giving it to your suppliers when you didn’t have to. 
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Top Tip 3 – Cut out the half that doesn’t work 

There’s an old business saying, attributed to many business leaders over the years that goes: 

“Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted. Trouble is, I don’t know which half”. 

In your marketing and advertising at the moment, the likelihood is that you’re spending 

some money you don’t have to — at least in the short term. 

In the long term, there are plenty of good reasons to invest in building a brand. It will make 

your business more valuable and attracting new customers will be easier and quicker. 

But very few businesses look at every ad they run — online and offline – and track it through 

to see whether something you spent cash on actually led to a sale. 

Vanity metrics such as Facebook likes, social media shares, LinkedIn updates and profile 

visits, while they are unlikely to do your business any harm, are very unlikely to be 

generating any sales. 

And don’t be seduced by all this “social media is free” nonsense. Increasingly it isn’t. 

All major platforms, one way or another, are forcing people to pay for exposure by dialling 

back how many people see “free” organic posts. According to social media company 

Hootsuite, only about 1 in 20 followers see an organic Facebook post. Unless you pay, of 

course. 

And don’t forget you’re paying a salary – either inside your business or to someone working 

at an external agency – to use this “free” service. Someone has to take the photos, play 

around with the filters, do the copywriting for the message and monitor responses and 

comments. 

I’m not saying you shouldn’t do any of this. Just that, if you can’t track an activity back to a 

sale, you might want to think carefully about whether to keep doing it. 

Very few businesses have a clear idea of which marketing activities they spend cash on 

generates any sales at all because they’ve never looked at their analytics in detail or asked 

their customers. 

Of course, some long-term brand building makes sense. A proportion of your marketing 

budget probably should be spent on things you can’t immediately track to a sale. 

But in most businesses I come across, almost none of their marketing can be tracked directly 

to a sale. And when they do track it through, they find a couple of activities, hands down, do 

all the heavy lifting for them on the sales front. 

Here’s what I usually suggest. 

Once you’ve identified all the marketing activities you can’t tie directly to a sale, cut that 

number in half and re-invest the savings into the one or two activities which lead directly to 

a sale. 

In next to no time, you’ll have a cash flow home run on your hands. 
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And because you’re investing in strategies you already know work for your business, this is 

as close to a dead cert as anything you could spend your marketing dollars on. 
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Top Tip 4 – Performance guaranteed 

One of the fastest ways to get a positive injection of cash into your business is offering 

extended guarantees to your customers. 

When you structure extended guarantees right, they cost very little to deliver, but give your 

customers valuable piece of mind…leading to extra profits for you. 

Let’s illustrate this with a real example.  

Last year we bought a budget laptop for my teenage son’s schoolwork. We only spent £400 

as we didn’t want to be too much out of pocket if he dropped it or left it on the school bus 

(if you know anything about teenage boys, you’ll recognise this was a wise precaution).  

Now the initial 12-month guarantee is up, the people we bought the laptop from are trying 

to sell us an extended maintenance plan at £104 for the first year, and an unspecified — but 

presumably higher — rate in subsequent years. For that, they’ll fix the laptop if it breaks and 

if they can’t fix it, they’ll replace it with a new one. 

Tempting? Let’s do the maths. 

I don’t have any great insight into the PC manufacturing industry, but I’d guess the 

likelihood of a 12-month old laptop from a major brand going wrong in the next 12 months 

is certainly under 10%...perhaps under 5%. 

So, worst case scenario, if you don’t purchase the guarantee you’ve got a 5% chance of 

having to buy a new laptop or at least fund a major repair cost. And a 95% chance you’ll 

spend the money and never need to call on that guarantee. 

Whether or not you think that’s a deal worth taking depends on your view of risk.  

You might do it for a mission-critical piece of equipment. You might not do it for the 5th 

computer in your house, as my son’s was. 

Why is this story relevant to your cash flow? 

Well, think about your business. What could you offer an extended guarantee to your 

customers for? 

Risk averse customers, and those for whom you supply a mission-critical service, will be 

highly motivated to say “yes”. And the great thing about guarantees like this is that you get 

the cash up-front before you even activate the guarantee at your end. 

Going back to our laptop, from time to time will the laptop company have to give out a 

brand, new laptop out to someone? Yes, of course. But they’ve priced their extended 

guarantee to make sure they’re still in the money. 

After all, the laptop they sold me for £400 probably only cost them half that amount in the 

first place. And I guess a lot of the time, they pick up perhaps 3-4 years of extended 

guarantees at £104 per year extra each, after which their customer buys a new laptop 

anyway and their guarantee becomes irrelevant.  
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Not every customer says “yes”. But for those who do, the laptop company gets paid twice 

over for the same laptop. 

Since they rarely have to fix or replace one, they’ve got £104 in cold hard, up-front cash 

every year in return for doing…in all probability…absolutely nothing. 

And some of your customers will too. 

People pay good money to have the certainty that they’ve limited their downside risk if 

things go wrong, and they’re prepared to pay up-front for the privilege. 

So do your customers…and your cash flow…a favour and start offering extended guarantees.  

Your customers will thank you. And so will your bank account.  
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Top Tip 5 – Price for value, not for cost 

When did you last think about the prices you charge? 

I know, business is tough, and customers never stop trying to get you down on price. 

But, handled in the right way, price is irrelevant…or at least a secondary consideration. 

Think about it for a moment. 

Let’s say your product lasts twice as long as a similar product from one of your competitors. 

But your customer spends all their time playing you off against one another to reduce their 

purchase cost. 

I’ve made a lot of corporate purchasing decisions in my time and, all things being equal, if 

someone could prove their product would last twice as long as their competitors, then I’d be 

prepared to consider paying more for it. 

That’s not charity, it’s a business decision.  

If I pay, say 20% more for something that lasts two years instead of one, I’ve saved 80% on 

the second year of the deal, and 40% over the two-year contract. 

I’m not “spending more than I have to”. I’m saving 40% on the deal. 

Admittedly some customers will never be receptive to that approach. My advice in those 

cases is to find some better customers. 

Any professional buyer worth their salt and any commercially minded business owner 

should at least be up for a conversation about how you can offer greater value for them by 

providing a superior product. 

But you’d be surprised how infrequently anyone has a conversation about how they offer 

more value to my business than someone else and therefore should charge me more. 

Of course, I need to believe them, and they need to be able to prove their claim. But as long 

as they do, I’d be crazy not to spend a little more money to get a better bottom line result 

for my business. 

What if you don’t have anything that performs better or lasts longer than your competitors? 

Well, I’d recommend finding a way to do that, unless you want to battle it out in the 

trenches every day on price.  

Especially when you remember there’s always someone who will supply anything 

cheaper…the last thing you need to be involved with is a race to the bottom on price. That’s 

where the “winner” is really the loser. 

When you can have a conversation with your customers about how you provide much 

better value than anyone else they deal with, and back that up with facts and figures, you 

might just see any price resistance evaporate right in front of your eyes. 
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Get your prices up and you get your cash flow up. 

And if you’re already providing a superior product or service without getting paid for the 

extra value you bring, that’s a conversation you can have with your customer this afternoon.  

What’s stopping you? 
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Top Tip 6 – Workforce balance 

Businesses trying to save money to generate better cash flow often think about outsourcing 

as a way of reducing their cost base. 

There are times when that’s the right answer…although that’s true a lot less often than 

outsourcing companies would have you believe. 

And there are times when it makes more sense to bring services back in-house again, 

especially at the end of an outsourcing contract when you can exit without penalty. 

The basic maths goes like this. 

Perhaps you’ve outsourced your marketing to a local agency. Maybe you didn’t have the 

expertise, the time or the knowledge base in-house a couple of years ago. So the decision to 

outsource made sense at the time. 

But in the intervening years your business has grown somewhat. You can choose to leave 

things as they are. But there might be a couple of other options.  

You could employ someone as a Marketing Manager to do the work the agency used to do 

for you. If their salary would be similar to or less than whatever your agency is charging, that 

might be an option. 

However, unless you were paying six figure sums to your agency every year for campaign 

management, it’s unlikely there’s going to be enough work to keep a full-time person busy. 

So, if you employ someone full-time, they’ll probably invent things to do or fritter away their 

time…neither of which is ideal for you. 

But there’s another option.  

You could hire a Marketing Manager as a contractor for two or three days a week. Yes, you’ll 

pay a higher daily rate than you’d pay for a full-time in-house person. But as you’re not 

using them 5 days a week you will probably get a higher standard of marketing manager on 

a part-time basis at a similar cost to a run-of-the-mill marketing manager on a full-time 

contract. 

That can be a very smart decision, because for the same, or lower, investment, you get 

much more in return. 

Perhaps they’re a more experienced person…a candidate you might struggle to attract to 

your business for a full-time role. Perhaps they’re filling in time between jobs or want to 

manage their workload around childcare or caring responsibilities. 

Don’t fall into the trap of thinking you’ve only got two choices…outsource or employ full-

time in-house resources.  

And don’t get obsessed about the daily rate you pay as long as the total cost is inside the 

same envelope you’d pay as a full-time salary. Contractors have all sorts of out of pocket 
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costs to pay, like an office, computer, travel expenses, insurances, licencing costs, etc so 

their daily rate needs to be higher to compensate. 

If you weren’t using a contractor, you’d have to pay all those costs yourself anyway for your 

full-time person. It’s just that most companies don’t join the dots to realise a full-time 

person costs the business a lot more than their top-line salary. 

That’s why workforce balance is a top tip for managing your cash flow. 

Don’t get wedded to the idea that outsourcing is cheaper – sometimes it is, sometimes it 

isn’t. 

And employing a full-time person to sit for large chunks of their time twiddling their thumbs 

while doing their best to look busy isn’t a great solution either. 

So don’t think about the staff you need, think about the activities you need carrying out and 

work backwards from there to see whether an outsourced model, a full-time in-house 

resource or a more experienced person contributing as a contractor is best. 

Whenever people are philosophically wedded to one solution or the other, I know there’s 

always the opportunity for savings and cash flow improvement, especially if it’s been some 

time since they looked at getting the right balance across their workforce. 

When it comes to maximising your cash flow, philosophies of any sort can get in the 

way…and often do. 

Getting the right resources in place at the right time is one of the secrets to maximising your 

business cash flow. 
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Top Tip 7 – Automation ain’t all it’s cracked up to be 

In our modern digital world, we’re always being told to automate, computerise and 

systemise everything we do “because it’s more efficient”. 

There was a time that was a decent enough rule of thumb.  

But I see plenty of businesses which would save money if they automated less. 

Expensive licence fees, support costs and software development costs mount up. If you 

automate too much all that does is drain your cash resources without adding enough 

efficiency to make it worthwhile, thereby sapping cash flow. 

I often have to burst a client’s bubble somewhat when they tell me all about some whizzy 

new system they want to buy with a multiple six-figure price tag which “will make their 

organisation more efficient”…or at least that’s what their IT provider has told them. 

Yet they can’t explain a single thing this new system will do differently (beyond vague 

concepts like “having a unified database” or “better KPIs, available instantly”) 

I’ve always kept this lesson in mind since seeing a video of a high-tech Japanese car factory 

some years ago – I think it was Honda — with impressive computer-controlled systems and 

robots ferrying car parts about. 

But every so often there was a station where a load of people jumped all over the car, like a 

colony of ants finding a discarded ice cream cone on a summer’s day, fiddling around inside 

the vehicle right next to all those fancy robots. 

The person who showed me the video explained this was the “hidden secret” of low-cost 

Japanese manufacturing.  

They’d worked out the things they were better off NOT automating, as well as the things 

they should automate. In fact, the Japanese manufacturers considered this a skilfully 

designed answer to the complicated problem of motor vehicle assembly, as it resulted in the 

lowest overall unit manufacturing cost. 

Western car companies were so transfixed by the possibilities of automation that they 

automated all sorts of things which should never have been automated, to the point where 

the invested in automation in areas which gave them a poor…and occasionally 

negative…return on investment. 

I’ve been known to take clients back to doing things with pen and paper for a while to make 

this point, to allow them to take a more considered view of what to automate. 

So, take a look at what’s automated in your business and think about how you could get a 

workable result from just the people working there now, without all the systems costs on 

top. You’d be surprised how often you can create a result as good, or better, at the same or 

lower cost through this approach. 
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More importantly, nothing boosts your cash flow like not spending money on six-figure 

investments that don’t add to your bottom line. 
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Top Tip 8 – Fill up the quiet times 

Unless your business runs at a steady rate day in and day out, which outside steelmaking 

and oil refining pretty much no business does, some days will be much quieter than others. 

That’s dead time you’re already paying for. The salaries of your workforce, the rent for your 

offices, the electricity that’s powering your computers and air conditioning. 

As you’re already paying those costs, if you get even a penny of extra revenue in those quiet 

times, it’s pretty much all profit as the costs have already been factored into your finances. 

So why not encourage your customers to use that dead time? Or do some research to find 

another group of customers who need your services at exactly the time as you have spare 

capacity. 

Get this right and you boost your cash flow for very little extra cost or effort. 

Some industries understand this better than others. For example, cinemas offer cheaper 

tickets on Monday and Tuesday. Hairdressers offer cheaper prices during the early part of 

the week than on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Restaurants have cheaper lunch menus 

than evening menus. 

The costs for those businesses remain pretty much the same whether or not they’ve got any 

customers. But they’ve all worked out how to develop an offer that attracts a different, 

perhaps more value-conscious, group of customers at different times to their premium 

customers….and at times when the business would otherwise have had no customers at all. 

To give a concrete example, a restaurant makes less profit out from a cut-price lunch menu 

than a full-price evening menu, especially after wine, dessert and a leisurely coffee is added 

in…pretty much all of which would be unacceptable in a quick lunch break from the office. 

But, after paying for ingredients, the restaurant still makes more money than leaving their 

premises empty until dinner time. And their costs, maybe apart from a member of waiting 

staff, are the same because the kitchen staff would be in at lunchtime to prepare for 

evening service anyway. 

What about your business…are you quiet between 10am and 2pm, or during the summer, or 

just after Christmas, or on Wednesdays, or just after the tax season is over? 

Whenever you’ve got a quiet time, you’ve got an opportunity to turn that into more cash 

flow for your business. It might mean finding a slightly different group of customers. Their 

needs usually run a little counter to those of your regular customer base. But the effort of 

finding solutions is usually worth it. 

Every minute of “dead time” you fill up with paying work puts cash into your business at a 

time it would otherwise be costing you money. 
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Top Tip 9 – Stop ranting, start fixing 

Often when something goes wrong, people start shouting and blaming others.  

This is counter-productive on many levels, but what’s the net outcome?  

Usually people were either so traumatised by the original outburst they try to forget about 

it, or they’ve already become so indifferent to that person’s rants they don’t even listen 

anymore.  

Either way, that’s a problem because it means the exact same situation could happen again. 

The biggest single contribution I’ve ever made to the bottom line of any business I’ve run 

has come from a continuous improvement approach which calmly acknowledges problems, 

large and small, as they arise and immediately sets out to find a way to ensure those 

problems don’t occur again. 

On occasion, broadly similar things can sneak through even when you’ve done that, in which 

case you just tweak the original solution to cover the combination of circumstances you 

didn’t consider first time around and keep going.  

And if exactly the same problem arises again, the solution first time round probably wasn’t 

quite right for some reason, so go back around and try to get a better fix second time. 

But keep going, whatever you do. Be calm and humble. Acknowledge that you might have 

contributed to the problem by not giving clear instructions, or by setting up competing 

priorities for staff without realising it. 

Fixing the problem means reducing credit notes to customers, cutting down on the overtime 

required to put things right, minimising customer complaints, and reducing headaches for 

you and your management team so you can concentrate on building the business, all the 

while cutting your costs and improving your cash flow and profits. 

There’s no cheaper way to run a business than to do everything “right first time”. I’ve saved 

as much as 56% in unit costs from a continuous improvement programme where we 

wouldn’t give up until we’d solved the problem. 

You might not do that much, or you might do a lot more. 

But can you reduce your costs by 10-20% without too much difficulty by continuously 

improving every part of your operations? Almost certainly yes, even if you think you’ve 

already got a cost-effective operation. 

The business where I saved 56% prided itself on its efficiency. And to a point that was true, 

but there were continual problems with one department causing problems for another 

department who, in turn, just “lived with the problem” and never did anything to put it 

right. 

Since fixing this sort of problem was “nobody’s job”, I made it mine. 

It cost nothing beyond a bit of my time once a week to sit down with the production team.  
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Every time I help a client go through a continuous improvement programme they’re 

astounded by the number of mis-matches within their business where one department 

causes problems for another department and neither take the initiative to sort the problem 

out. 

Some of the quickest and biggest ways I’ve added profits and improved cash flow in 

businesses I’ve been involved with has been through continuous improvement.  

It can do the same for your business. 
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Top Tip 10 – Don’t take shortcuts 

There’s nothing more expensive than a short-cut.  

Unless you’re a shady, fly-by-night, cut-and-run merchant, which I’m sure you’re not if 

you’ve been smart enough to read this far, doing a job properly first time round is always 

the point of maximum profitability for your business.  

It’s also how you generate the maximum amount of cash possible.  

No more paying people to come in at overtime rates on a Saturday to fix a problem the 

business caused itself the previous Wednesday. No more credit notes to customers for late 

or wrong deliveries. No more tax inspectors crawling all over your business and taking the 

time you could have spent generating more cash with their audits and questions. 

“No short-cuts” is always the smart solution. 

When I was a boy accountant, I was greatly influenced by Philip Crosby’s book “Quality Is 

Free”, which became something of a mantra in the early days of the quality management 

revolution. 

And he wasn’t wrong. If your business can save the costs of putting things right which 

should never had gone wrong in the first place, you’ll save a fortune. 

If a product is shipped without some bit it should have had inside, that costs you money. 

As do the things that were finished a little slap-dash just so they’d make it to the loading 

dock in time for the truck, but which are sent back by the customer a few days later to be 

finished off properly. 

As do the times your client gets product A when they should have had Product B, because 

your order-picker wasn’t paying attention, or your labelling wasn’t as clear as it might have 

been. 

Same goes for the service industry. If a lawyer loses a case on the technicality because all 

the evidence wasn’t submitted to the court on time or the wrong forms were completed, 

their clients probably won’t be coming back for legal advice any time soon.  

If your client’s haircut isn’t quite right, even if they don’t notice until they get home, you’re 

going to have to fix it instead of using that time to cut someone else’s hair.  

If your taxi goes to a similar sounding, but incorrect, address to pick you up, the taxi driver 

will spend more money on fuel getting to the right pick-up point than if they had gone to 

the correct address first time around. 

The possible causes are endless. But this really is a “less haste, more speed” situation.  

Get everything right first time and you can eliminate substantial costs from your business.  

Do that consistently and more of the revenues coming into your business will stay there, 

boosting your cash flow and making sure you keep more of your hard-earned cash instead 
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of wasting it on overtime, extra delivery charges, and the cost of putting things right which 

should never have gone wrong in the first place. 
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Thank you for reading! 

I hope you enjoyed this quick special report and found it useful. Apply even a small part of 

what you’re read up to this point and you’ll start to see your cash flow grow and the 

financial pressures on your business ease. 

Stay tuned to our regular email updates for more ideas, insights and strategies on how to 

maximise your revenues, minimise your costs and boost your profits. 

And if there’s anything you need, look us up via the Contact page on 

BetterBusinessPublishing.com. As you’re part of the community now, we’re always glad to 

hear from you. 

For now, though, my very best wishes for a successful business future. 

Alastair Thomson 

Founder and Publisher 

Better Business Publishing Ltd 

 


